
Divorce 1861 

Chapter 1861 parents who are worried about their son 

 

“Ah Heng, the past is different from the present. How can the past be compared to the present 

“Moreover, mother has never lied to your father before, let alone harmed him. Moreover, how simple 

were our thoughts in the past? How can they compare to the modern thoughts of the girls now? “ 

When Dongfang Yunheng heard his mother say this, he simply crawled back into the blanket and pulled 

the blanket over his head to completely cover it. He turned his body inside and turned his back to his 

mother. “Mother, I’m going to sleep. I won’t talk anymore. “ 

Xi Muru sighed heavily. She looked at her son who was hiding under the blanket in the darkness. Finally, 

she stood up and walked helplessly towards the door. Then, she quietly went downstairs. 

Dongfang Mo walked out of the study room next door. When he saw Xi Muru who was sitting on the 

Sofa in the room with a melancholic expression, he quickly sat down beside her. He reached out and 

pulled her into his embrace. He hugged her tightly and asked softly, “what’s wrong? Is it hard to do your 

ideological work? “ 

“Ah Heng, this child. Initially, I thought that he was more obedient and sensible than Yunyun, but who 

knew that he was also a stubborn person. If I spoke to him, he would refute you ten times. I think that 

woman surnamed Fang is most likely a vixen. She has hooked his soul away. “ 

“HAHAHA. ” Dongfang Mo could not help but laugh out loud. He held her hand and gently caressed the 

back of her hand He said softly, “Mu Ru, I already told you at dinner tonight. Don’t force AH Heng too 

much. Even if you call him back, don’t immediately pour cold water on her. This will have the opposite 

effect. Look, you don’t believe my words. Now, it has been verified, right “Moreover, he hasn’t brought 

that person home yet, has he? “ 

“Oh, we’ve been talking for a long time. Do you mean to wait for him to bring that person home “If 

that’s the case, it’ll be too late to stop him. Do you think that woman surnamed Fang is an ordinary 

person “It’s not like you don’t know that your son almost lost his life in New Jersey five years ago. Isn’t it 

bad enough that she caused your son to suffer “It’s great now. Not only has her family fallen from grace, 

but even she herself has been ruined in Hui city because of the pornographic photos. At this time, she 

actually wants to rely on our son. Do you think such a woman is innocent Is She not scheming and 

shrewd Do you think she really has her heart set on our son?” 

“Alright, Mu Ru, our children and grandchildren will have their own blessings. If we can’t worry about it, 

then we won’t worry about it. ” Dongfang Mo pressed Mu Ru’s head against his chest He lowered his 

head slightly and said softly to her, “the feelings between people are not clear to begin with. If you like it 

and fall in love with it, then it’s the calamity of a person’s life. If our son’s calamity in this life is that 

woman surnamed Fang, then who can stop him? “ 

“Sigh, I don’t know what’s wrong with Ah Heng. He’s so deep and good. He has looks, qualifications, 

education, family education, character, and character. Why can’t Ah Heng See it? It’s not easy for him to 

get engaged with her, but now he’s still bent on breaking off the engagement. Tell me, what is he… “. .. 



“Mu Ru, liking someone and loving someone has nothing to do with what you’re saying. You should 

understand as a person who has been through this. ” Dongfang Mo advised his beloved wife patiently 

His thin lips moved closer to her ear and whispered, “alright, don’t bother about your son’s matters. We 

haven’t seen each other for a few days… HMM… “ 

Chapter 1862 doesn’t want to be a mistress 

 

“Go away, I’m feeling annoyed. ” Xi Muru pushed Dongfang Mo Away with her hand Then, she glared at 

him and said, “I saw that you spoiled the children. Back then, I told you not to punish him like that, but 

you didn’t listen and insisted on letting him experience the days when he really didn’t have money. This 

is great, he did experience the days when he didn’t have money, but he also got to know such a woman. 

Five years ago, she didn’t kill him, but five years later, she still pestered him. Tell Me… “. “…” 

“Alright, alright, ” Dongfang Mo quickly interrupted his wife’s words Then, he came over to hug her and 

gently comforted her, “Mu Ru, you’ve been saying this for a long time. In fact, isn’t it just that Yun Heng 

isn’t willing to marry Gu Chenchen and wants to break off the engagement I know you think that Chen 

Chen is a good child, and I also think that he’s not bad. But the key point is that the one who wants to 

get married to Chen Chen is not you and me but Yun Heng. He might not necessarily think that Chen 

Chen is good. If he thinks Chen Chen is good, he would be willing to get married to Chen Chen. Now he 

wants to break off the engagement. To be honest, it’s just that he hasn’t fallen in love with Chen Chen. 

For the past five years, he hasn’t been able to fall in love with Gu Chenchen. This isn’t just Fang Xiao’s 

fault. It can only mean that Yun Heng and Gu Chenchen are not fated to be husband and wife.” 

Fang Xiao hailed a taxi from the famous city of Jiangnan and returned to her dormitory. It was already 

11:30 pm. She got off the taxi and took a deep breath before slowly walking towards her dormitory 

building in the neighborhood. 

Just as she opened the dormitory door and walked in, she received a text message from her phone. She 

furrowed her brows. There were only a limited number of people who knew her phone number, and 

people usually did not send text messages. 

She took out her phone and saw that it was an unfamiliar number. She did not even press the button to 

open the text message and chose to delete it. This was because the unfamiliar number was either 

advertising, selling buildings, or selling insurance. 

It was too late. She hurriedly went to the bathroom to wash up, changed into her pajamas, and went to 

bed. She was so sleepy that she did not even bother to take a shower. She directly laid on the bed. 

She wanted to fall asleep as soon as possible, but she could not fall asleep even if she closed her eyes. It 

was an accident that she met Gu Chenchen in Jiangnan’s famous city, and Gu Chenchen’s appearance 

clearly carried some suspicion. 

She actually knew what kind of relationship Dongfang Yunheng and she had. However, perhaps Gu 

Chenchen had already misunderstood and even treated her as a mistress who could not be seen. 



It seemed that she had to talk to Dongfang Yunheng. Although there were still two months before their 

agreement, it was not that she was unwilling to abide by the agreement. The key now was whether he 

should not come to her place too frequently, or at least not stay at her place all night? 

Actually, she did not care about it. The key was that she was willing to affect Dongfang Yunheng’s 

excitement because of her. After all, Gu Chenchen was his fair and aboveboard fianc��e, and she was 

just a prostitute to Dongfang Yunheng. 

She thought about it here and there. Just as she was about to sleep, the coffee table on her phone 

started to sing and dance again. In this silent night, it was particularly ear-piercing. 

She yawned and got out of bed. In her daze, she reached out to grab the phone and put it beside her 

ear. Her eyelids were so heavy that she couldn’t open them, so she pressed the answer button without 

looking at the number. 

However, after pressing the answer button, there was no sound from the phone. It was silent all the 

time, so she couldn’t help but yawn again She could not help but say impatiently, “Yun Heng, it’s almost 

midnight. Are you alright? If you’re fine, I’ll hang up. I have to hurry up and sleep. I still have to go to 

work tomorrow. “ 

Chapter 1863: ex-husband calls 

 

Fang Xiao Instinctively thought that this was Dongfang Yunheng. He probably wanted to ask her if she 

would get used to being in Jiangnan’s famous city, or if she had been seen by Gu Chenchen, or 

something like that. 

The phone was still silent. There was no echo at all. Fang Xiao only felt a little irritated. This Dongfang 

Yunheng was going crazy in the middle of the night.. So she said a little impatiently, “alright, Yun Heng, 

I’m hanging up now. I still have to work tomorrow. I can’t take it anymore. “ 

Fang Xiao even yawned when she said this on the phone. She was really too sleepy. Ever since she 

started working at this company, her routine was usually to go to bed at 10 o’clock at night. It was 

almost midnight tonight. 

Not to mention that she was dragged by the general manager to attend a social event to accompany Qiu 

Yitang’s client, she was also dragged by Dongfang Yunheng to Jiangnan famous city. Originally, it was not 

too late in Jiangnan famous city. Who knew that she would run into Gu Chenchen and then get a taxi 

back This wasted time. 

Fang Xiao instinctively removed her phone from her ear and prepared to hang up. At this moment, a 

slightly familiar low voice came from the phone, “Fang Xiao, don’t hang up. I want to talk to you. “ 

This low voice was very soft and low, but when it reached Fang Xiao’s ears, it completely woke her up. 

She sat up from the bed in an instant, her heart racing. Then, Meng reacted and immediately removed 

the phone from her ear She cut it off as fast as she could, then threw the phone into the drawer of the 

bedside table. 



The bed in the dormitory did not have a bedside table, but the furnishings in her room had been re-

arranged by Dongfang Yunheng, so there were some necessary things such as a bedside table. 

Qiu Yitang must be out of his mind. Now, he came to look for her inexplicably. She had bought this 

phone number after entering this company. Other than the company’s leaders, there were also Luo Qili, 

Liu Yijun, and Dongfang Yunheng No one else knew. Where did he get her phone number from? 

Also, what did Qiu Yitang mean Did he think that there was something in her Fang family that was worth 

him pestering her about Wasn’t he going to marry Du Caiwei? 

She did not forget that in Huicheng Baihe Wedding Celebration Company, Qiu Yitang and Du Caiwei had 

already found this company to prepare for their engagement. This meant that their marriage was 

already on the agenda. 

Since he and Du Caiwei were going to get married, and their marriage had already ended when she was 

still in the detention center, Qiu Yitang’s brain must have malfunctioned. 

Forget it, forget it. It didn’t matter if his brain malfunctioned or if he went crazy, he only hoped that he 

would leave Bincheng as soon as possible. He only hoped that Bodhisattva would bless him to marry his 

beloved woman, Du Caiwei, and that he would never come looking for her again. 

He didn’t know how he fell asleep in the end. In short, Fang Xiao turned off her phone and the alarm 

didn’t ring. Therefore, she woke up late for the first time since she came to this company. In the end, in 

order not to be late, she took a taxi to work. 

Fang Xiao thought that she would never have to see Qiu Yitang again because when she arrived at the 

company, she was informed by her boss that she had a successful negotiation with the Qiu Corporation. 

The Qiu Corporation wanted to import a piece of raw materials from abroad And this piece of raw 

materials would be purchased by their company and sold to the Qiu Corporation. 

Therefore, she was in a good mood throughout the day. Qiu Yitang did not call again, and Dongfang 

Yunheng did not call again. She only hoped that Du Caiwei would keep an eye on Qiu Yitang, and Gu 

Chenchen would keep an eye on Dongfang Yunheng It was best that these two damn men did not 

appear in front of her. 

Chapter 1864-five years ago 

 

This time, God seemed to have heard her prayers. It was very normal and quiet after work today. Qiu 

Yitang did not come to find her, and Dongfang Yunheng did not come to find her either, which made her 

feel relieved. 

However, she only felt relieved for one day. The next afternoon, she took the bus back to her dormitory 

after work. Just as she got off the bus at the bus stop, she saw Qiu Yitang already waiting there. 

She instinctively pretended not to see, no, even if she did see, she pretended not to know him. She 

thought Qiu Yitang was a passerby, so she walked straight towards Fang Xiao, where her dormitory 

building was located. 



However, she had only taken a few steps when she was stopped by Qiu Yitang, who had caught up with 

her from behind. He reached out and grabbed Fang Xiao’s wrist. With a little force, he pulled her to a 

remote corner. 

“Hey, Qiu Yitang, what do you mean by this? ” Fang Xiao shook her hand forcefully, trying to shake Qiu 

Yitang’s hand off. However, that hand was very steady and she could not shake it off at all. 

“Fang Xiao, I don’t have any other intentions. ” Qiu Yitang saw that Fang Xiao was resisting fiercely, so 

he could not help but whisper again, “Fang Xiao, I came here to look for you. I just want to ask you 

something, something that happened five years ago. “ 

“something that happened five years ago? ” Fang Xiao’s brows instinctively furrowed for a moment. Her 

hand, which was still struggling, stopped. She looked at the sincere Qiu Yitang and hesitated for a 

moment Then, she said indifferently, “then ask. It seems that five years ago was the year we just met. “ 

“Five years ago, three days after our engagement, what did you do to Cai Wei? ” Qiu Yitang’s throat was 

a little dry when he asked this question, and his voice, which drifted in the wind, was a little shaky. 

“three days after our engagement? ” Fang Xiao hesitated for a moment, then frowned and thought, “I 

don’t think I did anything. I think she went upstairs to her room after dinner as usual. “. 

“Did you meet Cai Wei that night? ” Qiu Yitang reminded her, afraid that she couldn’t remember, but he 

still insisted on his question. 

“Meet? With Du Caiwei? ” Fang Xiao thought carefully. After all, it was five years ago, so she couldn’t 

remember it clearly. After a while, she shook her head and said, “I don’t think so. I didn’t meet her that 

night, but I met her at noon. “ 

“Met at noon? ” Qiu Yitang’s eyebrows were obviously stunned. He couldn’t help but ask, “then… What 

did you talk about? “ 

“Nothing. ” Fang Xiao recalled the scene at noon that day Then she said lightly, “actually, we were just 

catching up. After all, Du Caiwei used to live at my house. My parents also paid for her to go to school. 

We’re like sisters, so we talked about the situation of the year we’ve been apart. “ 

“Then, did you stay at home at night without going anywhere? ” Qiu Yitang heard Fang Xiao’s 

explanation, and there was obvious doubt on his face. 

“Yeah, what are you not doing at home? ” Fang Xiao only felt that Qiu Yitang was too baffling She could 

not help but raise her voice a little and said, “besides, aren’t you going abroad the next morning? I have 

to get up early to send you to the airport. Moreover, I have to report to g university to send you off. 

Don’t I have to go to bed early? “ 

“then… did you arrange for anyone to do anything to Cai Wei that night? ” Qiu Yitang heard Fang Xiao’s 

explanation and his heart became even more confused. His voice became a little dry. “That’s right… 

what’s the point of giving Cai Wei a little hardship? “ 

Chapter 1865, five years ago 

 



“What did I do to her? ” Fang Xiao was furious She could not help but raise her voice by two decibels. 

“Qiu Yitang, what’s wrong with you? ” Du Caiwei and I are good sisters. Our relationship has always 

been good. At that time, I was engaged to you just a few days after I returned from America. Why did I 

give her a hard time? I. . .”. … .. 

Fang Xiao paused when she said this. She seemed to have thought of something, so she quickly asked, 

“Did du Caiwei encounter something? And you suspect that I did it? “ 

“Yes, ” Qiu Yitang answered with certainty. He looked at Fang Xiao and took a deep breath. After a long 

while, he said painfully, “that night, something big happened to Caiwei, and that thing almost ruined her 

life. I always thought that you did it, so… “ 

“What exactly happened to Du Caiwei? ” Fang Xiao saw Qiu Yitang’s expression and immediately knew 

that he might not be lying, so he couldn’t help but ask again, “what makes you think that I did that so-

called big thing? “ 

“At midnight that night, I was in a daze in bed when I received CAIWEI’s call. “ 

Because he was going abroad the next day, Qiu Yitang packed his luggage early and went to bed. In fact, 

he couldn’t fall asleep because he hadn’t fallen asleep in the past few days. He went to bed early just to 

close his eyes and have a good rest. 

Regarding the marriage that his father insisted on marrying the Fang family, he was actually very 

unwilling because he already had his beloved woman, Du Caiwei. 

However, his father said that as a man, he should focus on his career. The Qiu family was currently in a 

crisis of credibility, and the Fang family’s credibility in Huicheng had always been very good, especially in 

the construction industry. 

Moreover, the marriage could bring a lot of benefits to the Qiu family. Moreover, Fang Anbang’s 

daughter, Fang Xiao, had good looks and could be said to be one of the best girls in Huicheng. Why did 

they not want such a marriage Are you still the eldest son of the Qiu family? Should you take 

responsibility for the development of the Qiu family? 

Under the persuasion of his father and grandmother, he met Fang Xiao, the daughter of the Fang family. 

Fang Xiao was indeed very beautiful as his father had said, although her skin was still a little tanned 

when she had just returned from the United States. 

Based on the idea that this was a business marriage, he did not pay too much attention to Fang Xiao. 

Before the engagement, they had met a few times and were extremely polite. However, what he did not 

expect was that Fang Xiao was actually the daughter of Du Caiwei’s foster father. 

At that time, he and Du Caiwei had already been dating for more than a year. Du Caiwei’s personality 

was gentle and he liked her very much. He even thought of marrying her in the future. However, 

because of Fang Xiao’s interference, it was obviously impossible for him and du Caiwei to be together. 

Before the engagement with Fang Xiao, he had told du Caiwei about the powerful relationship between 

him and Fang Xiao’s marriage. He said that he was the eldest son of the Qiu family and had to think 

about the overall development of the Qiu family. Therefore, in this regard, it might be unfair for Cai Wei 



to wait for a few more years. Perhaps a few years later.. If the Fang family could not survive, or if the Qiu 

family grew stronger, he could break off the engagement with Fang Xiao. 

Initially, he had no ill intentions towards Fang Xiao. He thought that she might have gotten engaged for 

the sake of the family just like him. However, what happened that night changed his opinion of Fang 

Xiao greatly. 

He lay on the bed and tossed and turned, unable to fall asleep. When it was almost midnight, his phone 

rang. He took it out and saw that it was du Caiwei calling. He hesitated for a moment, then gritted his 

teeth and hung up. 

Chapter 1866 five years ago 

 

Du Caiwei was quarreling with him because of his engagement with Fang Xiao. She was still crying when 

the two of them had dinner that night, saying that he didn’t want her anymore and lying to her. It made 

him very upset. 

After dinner, Du Caiwei asked him to send her back. In fact, she just wanted to stay with him for a while. 

However, he thought that his grandmother had been keeping a close eye on him for the past few days. 

In the end, he ruthlessly refused and drove home alone. 

However, he didn’t expect her to call him at midnight. He didn’t want to pick up because he knew that 

she must have been crying on the phone and wanted to go abroad with him or something. He couldn’t 

take her away now because his father and grandmother were keeping an eye on him. 

However, the phone call came again after two minutes. He hung up again, but the other side still called 

again. He had no choice but to accept his fate and press the answer button. 

Just as he pressed the answer button, the phone had not reached his ear when Du Caiwei’s voice came 

with fear, “Yitang, save me… Yitang, hurry up and save me… “ 

He was immediately scared because Du Caiwei on the phone was obviously in a dangerous situation, so 

he quickly asked her where she was. However, just as she said the word “fire, ” the phone was snatched 

and cut off. 

Although there was only the word ‘fire’ , Qiu Yitang immediately guessed where it was. It was the fire 

bar at Windsor Hotel. It was the most famous bar in Huicheng, and it was also the bar that he and Du 

Caiwei used to love to go to. 

When he separated from Du Caiwei at night, he knew that she was in a bad mood. She liked to drink two 

glasses of wine when she was in a bad mood, so it was not surprising that she went to the bar to get 

drunk. However, he did not expect that she would be in danger. 

However, when he rushed to the fire bar and asked, he found out that Du Caiwei had been taken away 

by three men. The bartender in the Bar said that Du Caiwei had been drunk a lot by the three men, but 

the three men had just taken du Caiwei away not long ago He asked him to look for some nearby. 

He immediately ran out of the flame bar and quickly dialed du Caiwei’s cell phone. This time, the cell 

phone rang, but no one picked up after a long time. He could not help but panic. 



Outside the flame bar was a busy street. At this time, because it was early in the morning, it was 

particularly quiet. He got in the car and wandered around the street. Of course, he also kept dialing du 

Caiwei’s cell phone. 

Finally, he did not know how many times he had dialed the phone. After a long time, someone finally 

picked up. Du Caiwei’s voice came with panic, “Yitang… Save Me… Yitang… Save Me… “ 

“Caiwei, where are you? ” Qiu Yitang asked anxiously. Hearing CAIWEI’s voice, his heart was about to 

break. 

“I’m here… Huangge tree… Rhubarb Ge Tree… ” before Du Caiwei could finish her words, the phone was 

forcefully cut off again, but Qiu Yitang already knew where it was … 

Because there was only one largest huangge tree in Hui city. It was in an ancient alley not far from this 

street. It was also the oldest street in Hui city. Because of the demolition, that street was now practically 

uninhabited. 

He quickly drove the car to the entrance of the alley. Because the alley was very old and narrow, the car 

could not drive in, so he could only walk in on his own. Of course, he ran in. 

Unfortunately, he ran to the middle of the alley. There was still some distance between him and the Big 

Yellow Ge tree, but he was held hostage by someone who jumped out from the side. The two people 

immediately turned his arm behind his back and pushed him down the Yellow Ge tree. 

Chapter 1867, five years ago 

 

“What do you want to do? ” Qiu Yitang growled loudly. He was very dissatisfied with being controlled by 

someone. As for Du Caiwei, who was under the big yellow tree, she was also controlled by two men The 

clothes on her body had already been pulled aside. 

“What do you mean? What did we do to you? ” Qiu Yitang could not help but growl again. Seeing Cai 

Wei like this, his heart felt like it was being twisted by a knife. This was the woman he loved. 

“What are you doing? ” One of the men laughed out loud. With a crack, a shiny dagger swayed up and 

down in front of Qiu Yitang Then, he smiled sinisterly and said, “young master Qiu is a flower that grew 

up in a greenhouse after all. Don’t you know that there are still people like us in the world? We take 

money from people to help them deal with disasters. “ 

“whose money did you take? ” Qiu Yitang immediately became vigilant. His brows instantly locked 

together. He could not help but ask in a low voice, “who do you want to help to deal with disasters? “ 

“In our line of work, we always have to keep our clients’ secrets, ” the man holding the competition 

answered with a changed voice. “We are just following our clients’ orders and completing the task. “ 

“Then what did your clients order you to do? ” Qiu Yitang’s face was full of anger. He never thought that 

there would be someone who would actually go against Du Caiwei. She was a fatherless, motherless, 

and unarmed woman. 



“Do what? ” One of the men laughed out loud. He reached out his hand to grab du Caiwei, whose 

clothes were disheveled, and hugged her. His pair of hands continuously massaged du Caiwei’s chest He 

even laughed evilly, “it’s very simple. We Rob Women and money. As long as it’s useful to us, WE’LL ROB 

THEM! “ 

“How much do you want? Tell me clearly. I’ll get someone to send it over to you. ” Qiu Yitang’s eyes 

glared angrily at the person who was touching du Caiwei’s body. He could not help but berate, “stop 

with me! “ 

“Hehehe, you’ll get someone to send it over? ” The kidnapper could not help but laugh when he heard 

Qiu Yitang’s words. He snorted coldly and said, “Do you think we’re fools? Waiting for you to get 

someone to arrest us? “ 

“then… I still have two thousand dollars in cash on me. Can I give all of this to you? ” Qiu Yitang’s hand 

was controlled by someone, so he could only use his mouth to talk to the Group of kidnappers. 

“Two thousand dollars? Do you think we are so easy to get rid of? ” The man’s dagger slashed in front of 

Qiu Yitang, almost leaving a red mark on his face. 

“You… YOU BUNCH OF ANIMALS! ” Qiu Yitang was finally angry. He struggled hard, but he actually 

managed to struggle free for him. Therefore, he tried to beat these people to the ground and Save du 

Caiwei. 

Unfortunately, he was ambitious, but he did not have the ability. Although he had trained his body 

before, he did not learn martial arts. It was purely a fluke that he managed to break free just now. 

Thus, after a round of competition, Qiu Yitang was quickly controlled by the kidnappers. This time, 

because of his resistance, the kidnappers were very fierce to him. They stepped on him directly on the 

ground, and the dagger swayed around his face. 

“brother, now tell me, do you want to keep your eyes or your nose? ” The kidnappers’ dagger swayed 

back and forth on Qiu Yitang’s eyes and nose. “Tell me, where do you want to keep it? “ 

Qiu Yitang had been beaten so badly by these people that he didn’t even have the strength to resist. At 

this time, the three kidnappers stepped on his body with three feet, and his phone had been thrown 

into the Huicheng river not far away by the kidnappers. 

: Chapter 1868, five years ago 

 

Qiu Yitang was quickly controlled by the kidnappers after a fight. This time, because he resisted, the 

kidnappers were very fierce to him. They stepped on him directly on the ground, and the dagger swayed 

on his face. 

“brother, now tell me, do you want to keep your eyes or your nose? ” The kidnappers’ Dagger Swayed 

back and forth on Qiu Yitang’s eyes and nose. “Tell me, where do you want to keep it? “ 

Qiu Yitang had been beaten so badly by these people that he didn’t even have the strength to resist. At 

this time, the three kidnappers stepped on his body with three feet, and his phone had been thrown 

into the Huicheng river not far away by the kidnappers. 



Of course, he wanted to keep it everywhere. Who would want to lose the organs on his face Therefore, 

he gritted his teeth and didn’t say anything. 

The kidnapper asked a few questions consecutively, but seeing that Qiu Yitang didn’t say anything, he 

put the dagger directly next to his eyes and snorted coldly. “I think it’s better to dig out his eyes. His 

eyes haven’t grown back yet. “ 

Du Caiwei, who was originally controlled by a kidnapper, was frightened at this moment, so she 

immediately knelt down and kowtowed to the kidnappers, “I beg you, don’t dig out his eyes. I beg you, 

don’t dig out his eyes… “ 

“Don’t dig out his eyes, then you mean you want us to dig out his nose? ” The kidnapper became 

interested in du Caiwei’s kneeling begging, and couldn’t help but squint his eyes and ask with interest. 

“No! ” Du Caiwei cried and begged, but continued to Kowtow and beg for mercy, “I beg you, let him go. 

Tonight, I’m drinking with you. You can do whatever you want to me. “ 

“Do whatever you want? ” One of the kidnappers became very interested after hearing du Caiwei’s 

words. He approached Du Caiwei and reached out to grab du Caiwei’s two snow-capped peaks, which 

were now only small cuties, and pinched them hard Then, he teased, “then it shouldn’t be a problem for 

US brothers to go up against you, right? “ 

Du Caiwei’s face clearly showed a panicked expression. Her body almost instinctively retreated, but the 

kidnappers’strength was very strong. They did not give her a chance to retreat at all, and pushed her 

forward again. 

“But… okay… ” Du Caiwei’s voice was almost trembling as she replied. She looked at Qiu Yitang, who was 

stepped on by the three men, and then cried out, “but… you have to let him go… He was originally here 

to save me… “ 

“Hehe, as long as you make us brothers comfortable, we will naturally let him go. ” One of the 

kidnappers, who was not sure if he was the leader, snorted coldly. He let go of Qiu Yitang’s foot and 

walked over in two steps He directly pushed du Caiwei to the ground and pulled off her clothes in a few 

seconds. 

“Don’t… CAIWEI… don’t… ” Qiu Yitang was so angry that he spat out a mouthful of blood. He wanted to 

save the woman he loved, but at this moment, he could not even protect himself, so how could he save 

others? 

… … 

In the end, they were all having fun. Before they left, they even waved the camera in their hands at Qiu 

Yitang and threatened him, “if you dare to call the police, these images will be spread on the Internet. At 

that time, we probably won’t be the ones at a disadvantage. “ 

These few people threatened Qiu Yitang, and before they left, they even kicked du Caiwei, who was 

lying on the ground, not knowing whether she was unconscious or not. Then, they coldly said, 



“This is the end of being a mistress. She was clearly engaged, yet you still went to destroy her marriage. 

Remember, don’t be a mistress in the future. If you want to be a mistress, then be a wife. The end of 

destroying her marriage is very tragic. “ 

Chapter 1869 five years ago 

 

The four kidnappers, who were wearing human skin masks, disappeared very quickly. Du Caiwei was 

lying on the ground. Qiu Yitang was tied to a tree trunk and could not move or cry for help. 

Qiu Yitang thought that if du Caiwei was played to death by the four men, then he would probably 

starve to death under the Yellow Pueraria tree. Because this old alley had been abandoned for several 

years, there might not even be a ghost in this place, let alone a person. 

He just stayed here with Du Caiwei. After God knows how long, Du Caiwei finally woke up leisurely from 

the ground. Then, she crawled in front of him, grabbed the tree trunk and climbed up with difficulty. 

Then, she used her teeth to untie the knot that tied his rope. 

“Just because the kidnapper said that Du Caiwei was a mistress, you think that I did this thing? ” Fang 

Xiao Heard Qiu Yitang’s words and felt inexplicable She looked at Qiu Yitang and said coldly, “Qiu Yitang, 

you are the president of the Qiu Corporation. No, even if you were not the president five years ago, you 

are still a university graduate who even wanted to go abroad to further his studies. Don’t tell me that 

you don’t have this bit of discernment ability? ” 

“At that time, I didn’t completely believe the kidnapper’s words. ” Qiu Yitang looked at Fang Xiao and 

said truthfully, “I was just in a very good mood. When Cai Wei helped me untie the rope, it was already 

past five in the morning. The Sky was almost bright, and both of us were injured. So I drove her to the 

hospital first. “ 

Qiu Yitang paused when he said this Then he looked at Fang Xiao and said, “after I settled her in the 

hospital, I drove straight to your house. I wanted to ask if you had done this before “Why did you do 

this? ” “although we were engaged, Cai Wei and I fell in love before this. Even if you wanted to clean up 

the so-called mistress, it should have been after we got married. Why did you do this so early? “ 

“You drove to my house? ” Fang Xiao frowned instinctively and thought carefully. “I really didn’t want to 

be at home that day, did I? “ 

“Yes, you weren’t at home, ” Qiu Yitang answered with certainty After thinking for a while, he said, 

“when I drove to your house, it was eight o’clock in the morning. Your father happened to be going to 

work, so he saw me and thought I was looking for you. He even took the initiative to tell me that you 

weren’t at home last night. I think you went to a friend’s house. “ 

“I went to Luo Qili’s place. ” Fang Xiao finally remembered what happened five years ago, so she nodded 

and said, “at that time, Luo Qili encountered something and was very upset, so I went to accompany 

her. “ 

“But, when I called you to ask you, you didn’t answer like this. ” Qiu Yitang couldn’t help but remind her, 

“when I called you that day, what did you say? ” 



“called me? ” Fang Xiao was stunned again. She looked at Qiu Yitang and tried to recall what happened 

five years ago. 

She remembered that she was at the hospital with Luo Qili at around nine o’clock that morning. Because 

Luo Qili had an accident and was pregnant, she had to undergo surgery. Because her pregnancy was a 

little too big, it was already ten weeks, so she had to stay in the hospital for three days. She had to use 

the flow of medicine first before purging the palace. 

When her phone rang, the medicine that Luo Qili had taken just happened to be acting up, so her 

stomach was hurting terribly. She was standing to the side and holding her hands to comfort her. 

She had originally not planned to answer the phone, but her phone kept ringing, so she could only free 

one hand to answer the phone. When she found out that it was Qiu Yitang’s, she did not think much of it 

and directly pressed the answer button. 

Chapter 1870, five years ago 

 

“Fang Xiao, where are you? ” Qiu Yitang’s cold voice was clearly questioning. 

Although Fang Xiao and Qiu Yitang had been engaged for four days, they were not very familiar with 

each other before this. They had only met a few times, so she did not think too much about Qiu Yitang’s 

cold voice. She only replied indifferently, “at a friend’s house. “ 

“were you with your friends last night? ” Qiu Yitang’s voice was still very cold. 

“Yes, ” Fang Xiao answered truthfully, and then added, “I was with three or four friends last night. Why? 

“ 

“three or four friends? ” Qiu Yitang’s heart skipped a beat, and then he asked without a trace, “what are 

you doing with so many people? “ 

“I was discussing some issues with my friends, ” Fang Xiao answered truthfully Then he joked, “my friend 

said that you used to have a lot of female confidants outside, and asked me to keep a close eye on you. 

He said that the mistress nowadays is very arrogant, and that the main wife should have the prestige 

and appearance of the main wife. “ 

Fang Xiao stopped recalling this and looked at Qiu Yitang. She could not help but glare at him. “You 

mean… you’re sure that the encounter between you and Du Caiwei was instigated by me just because of 

this phone call with me? “ 

Qiu Yitang bit his lips lightly. He did think so at that time because the kidnappers also said that they were 

helping the main wife to clean up the mistress, and he and Fang Xiao just happened to be engaged a few 

days ago. It just so happened that Du Caiwei and he had a very good relationship, so.. He thought that 

Fang Xiao must have seen Du Caiwei as a mistress, so he had to clean her up. 

When Fang Xiao saw Qiu Yitang’s expression, she immediately understood Therefore, she said 

indifferently, “alright, Mr. Qiu, last year, Du Caiwei and I drank at the flame bar before our wedding. I 

don’t think she was the only one who arranged it, right And then there was the so-called pornographic 

photos incident It was also the two of you who conspired to set it up, right?” 



Fang Xiao paused when she said this Then, she smiled bitterly and said, “enough, Qiu Yitang. The so-

called revenge you took on me, the so-called standing up for the woman you love, you’ve achieved your 

goal. Now, I’ve already experienced what happened to the woman you love, and I’ve also experienced 

things that the woman you love has never experienced. For example, losing her eyes. “…” 

“Fang Xiao, I didn’t think that you were the mastermind that night just because I spoke to you on the 

phone, ” Qiu Yitang argued almost instinctively Then, he said in a low voice, “because of this incident, 

my flight was rescheduled and I left the next day. At that time, you even came to the airport to see me 

off. At that time, the two of us were also talking. “ 

Fang Xiao frowned slightly. In fact, she didn’t have a deep impression of the things that happened a few 

days after her engagement with Qiu Yitang five years ago. However, after Qiu Yitang reminded her, she 

remembered it again. 

Yes, she did not plan to see Qiu Yitang off that day, because she knew that Qiu Yitang’s departure date 

was the first day, and the first day Luo Qili was in the hospital, so she chose to accompany Luo Qili 

between sending Qiu Yitang off and accompanying Luo Qili. 

But unexpectedly, Qiu Yitang’s departure date was inexplicably changed to the next day. Her father said 

that Qiu Yitang hoped that she could see him off at the airport, and at that time, she and Qiu Yitang had 

just gotten engaged, so it seemed bad not to go. 

So, early the next morning, she took a taxi to the airport because of the traffic jam. By the time she 

arrived at the airport, Qiu Yitang had already changed his boarding pass and was ready to go through 

security. 

 


